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VISION INDYA Group 
White Labeled . Franchisee Terms 

For having a Vision Indya Franchisee (White Labelled), you must agree the following mentioned terms. Agreed with 

the terms, you need to mail a scan copy of this to business@visionindya.com with your signature. 

 

1. VISION INDYA Group is providing a White Labeled Private Franchisee of its services, which means VISION 

INDYA Group will provide a Business Website and White Labeled Resellers of its services. Franchisees are 

free to do Business worldwide with their Website on their own rates (we’ll not interfere), but Franchisee are 

bound to use Resellers and services by VISION INDYA Group only. If not, we are liable to terminate the White 

Labeled Franchisee with prior notice. 

 

2. Although you are having the White Labeled Franchisee in your particular area, but you are free to do 

Business Worldwide without any boundations, but you are not suppose to contact the Sole Clients of VISION 

INDYA Group or The Shivam Gupta Wave (Cyber Security Basis)/ Indian Cyber Army and any other Franchisee 

clients and if it is necessary, you need to contact VISION INDYA Group for every such task. 

 

3. White Labeled Franchisee with the support of Resellers does not mean any partnership or so. It’s just a 

Business as Channel Company. 

 

4. You are Free to choose any Name for your new company. 

 

5. All the Domains, Web Hosting, SSL, Dedicated Servers, VPS, Digital Certificates must be under accounts of 

Asia Pacific (A VISION INDYA Group’s unit). 

 

6. VISION INDYA Group will provide one designed website for all Franchisee Associates and the design is 

copyright under VISION INDYA Group. 

 

7. Currency Conversion Rate may vary according to the system. 

 

8. The Franchisee owner is bound to pay 100% advance for all sales regarding Domains, Hosting, SMS, SSL, VPS, 

Dedicated Server, etc. But we can provide credit on Services up to INR 5000.00 only. 

 

9. Vision Indya Group holds the right to terminate the franchisee anytime, if it incurs any illegal activities, such 

as piracy, duplication, replication in any means. 

 

10. For all custom based website designing, Vision Indya will mention “A “Franchisee Name” Project via 

Showtime LABS”, on all websites. 

 

11. All legal arguments are with the franchisee itself. We are not responsible for any such task/issue. 

 

12. All Softwares will be a sole property of “Indyasoft”, A Vision Indya Business. Any franchisee associate cannot 

interfere with this. 

 

13. For all websites, including Custom Designs or Sitebuilder, Vision Indya Group will take fixed amount from 

Franchisee Associate, whether the design is developed by Vision Indya or Franchisee Holder itself. (Although 
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you are not allowed to create your own website designs, as reputation matters, but if you create them for 

experimental purposes and also use them, you still have to pay the company the project cost within the 

worth. (This is just to prevent the reputation in market, but as we are tiring the Franchisee Hands we should 

move further and fast taking the market coverage by joining our hands with a worth of mutual 

understanding.). 

 

14. Franchisee is required to contact the company at least once a week & inform about Business Progress and 

Dealings. 

 

15. You must clear all your dues within 1 month from the project accomplishment date, and the company holds 

the power to suspend projects if not paid or informed. 

 

16. The Franchisee owner cannot provide further Franchisees on its behalf, but franchisee is liable to divide its 

own Business associates/ employees anywhere for Business. 

 

17. The Franchisee holder must provide its Business Partner details and employee details if possible, only for the 

record purposes.  

 

18. In case of a conflict, Vision Indya holds the right to terminate its White Labeled Private Franchisee and can 

take over the clients and customers. 

 

19. After having the White Labeled Franchisee, you need to do business as an associate of Vision Indya Group. 

You need to inform about every client and services truly. 

 

20. All the above mentioned terms are subjected to revised, with prior notice. 

 

21. All the legal arguments are subjected to Haridwar Jurisdiction only. 

 

These are the necessary terms for being a White Labeled Franchisee associate of VISION INDYA Group. Agreed with 

the terms, mail a scan copy of this to business@visionindya.com with your signature. 

 

 

 

 

 

Franchisee Owner/ Partner 

Franchisee Name 


